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^ CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The mineralization found was disseminated and rather low grade to be of 

interest by itself. However, the presence of nickel and copper in the areas 

warrants further investigation.

It is suggested that a magnetometer survey be carried out along the established 

grid to determine areas of greatest magnetic susceptibility. These areas should
' , . ;- -' ' '. - ; , '' ,' ' !. 'f* ' , '

then be investigated by trenching and by drilling .

This is a relatively new volcanic-sedimentary belt which has.not received
tv.fr.pi - \ '-i- r'"( f \ ' ""o^"'. , :, '.'.k

much attention in the past. The-Ontario Deportment of'Mines' reconnaissancefxeoiooacAi. 5 u*uey O f:cA*S'**A's
maps (Lake St.. Joseph sheet by R.F. Emslie, 1960, and Trout Lake sheet by 

J.A. Donaldson, 1959) indicate the area to be the eastermost extension of 

the Uchi Lake-Birch Lake sequence. It is recommended that reconnaissance 

geologic and prospecting work be considered of the volcanic-sedimentary 

belt to the west of the present property.



INTRODUCTION

Zionz Lake is located approximately 70 miles west of Central Patricia and 

20 miles north of the Central Patricia-Ear Falls hydro-power line. It is 

approximately 90 miles north of Sioux Lookout. The nearest communities are 

the Cat Lake Indian Settlement, 17 miles to the north, and the Slate Falls
"- i, . - ". i : : :" i1 - '-. -: i

Indian Settlement on the power line approximately 20 miles to the south- 

southeast.

The area is within typical bush country of the northwestern part of Ontario. 

The relief is relatively low, and the ground heavily wooded. Extensive areas 

of burn are found within and to the south and west of the property. The burn 

makes travel on the ground exceedingly difficult.

Tho geological and prospecting work described in this report was carried out 

on a group of 26 claims found on the southeast shore of Zionz La^e, The

claims, shown on the Z ionz Lake claim sheet No. 2088, are '.ocated between 

the western and eastern channels of Cat River.

The work carried out ^onsisted of geological mapping,jpr *'v;pting, trenching 

and sampling. The work and the results obtained win bo .' jribed in detail.

The geologic mapping was carried out by the writer, mapping both on enlarged 

aerial photographs and along established grid lines. The final geologic map 

of the property is on the scale of l inch to approximately 630 feet.
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3.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

The principal rock types found within the claim group are dark gray amphibolite 

schists, quartz biotite schists and pink granites. The schists represents 

metamorphosed equivalents of basic volcanics and grayw^cke-type sediments, 

intruded by granite and granitized.

The rocks trend in a general northeasterly direction, and have a generally 

steep northwesterly dip. The formations are probably folded, but the sense 

of folding cannot be discerned. Faulting, generally parallel to the regional 

trend, was observed.

The table of formations found on the claim group and in the vicinity is given 

below:

TABLE OF FORMATIONS

QUATERNARY Pleistocene and Recent

ARCHEOZOIC Granitic Rocks

Metamorphosed volcanics 
and sediments

Glacial deposits of till, clay 
and sand. Recent deposits of 
beach sands, peat and swamp 
material.

Pink granite, pegmatitic and 
graphic granite, granite gneiss 
gneissic granite.

Metasediments: quartz biotite 
schist, quartz amphibolite schist. 
Metavolcanics: amphibole schist, 
sheared tuffs.
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DETAILED GEOLOGY

Metamorphosed Sediments and Volcanics

The sediments and volcanics trend in a northeasterly direction across the
- ' - - ' : - --' - ^ '- - - - property. The volcanics, now sheared and metamorphosed into amphibole

schists are found along the northwestern portion of the belt in a narrow band- - - - .f - ' ' -
paralleling the shore of Zionz Lake. The rock is generally dark gray to black, 

both in fresh and weathered surface, and consists of aligned plates of 

amphibole and perhaps chlorite. The interstitial mineral appears to be 

feldspar. The shearing is most intense in the northeast portion of the belt; 

the amphibole schist tends to be more massive at the southwest end of the 

property.

The metasediments make up by far the largest portion of the volcanic- 

sedimentary belt found on the property. The volcanics appear to grade into 

the metasediments. The portion of the metasediments adjacent to the 

volcanics may be a volcanic tuff. The metasediments consist of quartz, 

amphibole, biotite, sericite, and feldspar. The assemblage probably 

represents a sheared, metamorphosed and partially recrystallized graywacke 

sediment, interlayered with volcanic tuff. The tuffaceous layers tend to
'

recrystallize into quartz amphibole schists that are much darker in color than 

the surrounding sediments. Some of the original banding can still be 

recognized in the tuffs.
- ' ' '' "* '' "'. ' '..-'t . . '

Granitic Rocks .

The granitic rocks, generally of two similar types, occur principally in the 

northeastern half of the claim group. The large granite masses are slightly

foliated to gneissic, and in some areas contain inclusions of metasediments.
; ; ^ - ;-  ;';-' v ; -,- " \-;.y v ' ; '-: ^ ,"''- :/ ;;.f - ,- ; ; " ,/ ..-.,; ^.;. . ; ... .

The gneissic granitei is generally pink, the gneissosity resulting from relative 

concentration 01 mafic minerals into bands. The mineral composition of the 

gneissic granite is quartz, pink feldspar (orthoclase), and various concentration!
of biotite. X-  1^: : ';-".- :" ^"'.;"'-' v:;"*" ' '- '- - - ' ". . -'- ^'. ; ' . ''   '



The smaller granitic bodies, especially those occurring and cutting the 

volcanic-sedimentary sequence, are rather fresh-looking, coarse grained 

to porphyritic, almost bi-mineralic granites. The feldspar is fleshy pink. 

Graphic textures of quartz in feldspar are common. The contacts of the 

granite with the metasediments are generally parallel to and conformable 

with tho schistosity of the metasediments. The small granite bodies appear 

to be sills.

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

The general structural trend of the rocks within the claim group is northeast- 

southwest. The rocks, on the whole, dip from 45 to 80 degrees to the north 

west.

Two major faults or fault zones trend across the group. The faults are 

recognized by pronounced linears, and by lithologic and structural dis - 

continuities. The general sense of movement as determined from overall 

structural relationships and from drag folds and microstructures indicates 

that the rocks to the northwest have moved northeasterly relative to the 

rocks to the southeast. Three major fault blocks are recognized, and ore 

shown on the map.

The shearing and schistosity of the metasediments and metavolcanics is in 

general parallel to the regional trend, and in particular, parallel to the fault 

trends. It is probable that the schistosity represents minute slip movements 

in response to the stresses set up and eventually relieved by the faulting. 

The metavolcanics found along the shore of Zionz Lake show two components 

of movement one generally horizontal, and probably related to the faulting, 

and other vertical, probably representing secondary adjustments.
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The granite and granite gneiss probably represent two distinct stages of 

granitic intrusion or, more likely, general granitization which has resulted 

in remobilization and intrusion of granitic components as discontinuous sills 

along planes of schistosity of the sediments. The granite gneiss, representing 

the bulk of granitic mass, is in all respects similar to the sill-like granite 

intrusions except that it contains greater content of mafic minerals and meta 

sediment inclusions in various stages of assimilation.

MINERALIZATION

Most of the rnetasediments and the metavolcanics are mineralized to some 

degree. The most common mineralization is pyrite and pyrrhotite. Occasional 

flecks of chalcopyrite were also observed.

A relative concentration of mineralization is found in the area covered by the 

grid (Figure 2). The mineralization is associated with and adjacent to the 

pegmatitic granite intrusive. However, the intrusive can probably be dis 

counted as a source of the sulfides. It contains no visible sulfides, and 

granite-sedimentary contacts, where visible, are generally not mineralized, 

nor is the metasediment adjacent to the granite. The role of the intrusive 

was possibly that of the driving force which remobilized the sulfide. The 

mineralization ^s disseminated, occurring in rather siliceous or silicified 

portion of the metasediments. Some of the pyrrhotite is slightly nickeliferous . 

The mineralization also occurs as streaks and thin plates within biotite- 

amphibolite rich bands of the metasediments. The mineralized bands are 

magnetic, and considerable compass deviation was experienced along 

certain portions of the band.

The mineralization is very likely related to structure. The most significant 

mineralizations occurs in the metasediments adjacent to the granite sills
' ' . ' ' . ' . ' ' ' " ' , . . : , . ' ' ' . i ' " ' '

where the sediments and the sill form troughs or "saddles." In Trench l, 

a suggestion of transverse folding in the form of an anticline was observed,
' ' ' . ' - . ' . ' . - ' ••--.' ' ' -' ' '' '. . .

as well as numerous shear zones.

liffyt^
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A concentration of sulfides in the form of pyrite and chalcopyrite was observed
. -' . -Y. ' - : ' -- '. :. ..y." O;..if- J-V .'v' 'c'- 'r''. ''~ - - ; ':''y ••"•-" ,

within amphibolitic metavolcanic outcropping as a shoal in the lake. Because 

no rock protruded above the lake level, it was not possible to properly evaluate 

or sample the occurrence. Chip samples assayed returned low concentrations 

of copper (Q.04%). ' !/
' ," ;" ;;','.riv-.' ;.' .V :C;; t*, -" ' "'^ ' ^^f^f '̂ ^^M\:^''^^-i\'^'"^ '^'" ' '

The sheared metavolcanics along the lake shore frequently contain disseminated
 ' - : . .',:" ..' ". : . :.-.: •,-,..." r .  ••^•^^^^•^•^.L.A^f^i---^-. '\ K ;, - ;-'..... . ; -

pyrrhotite and pyrite. However, the occurrence is'rriinor and of little commercial 

interest other than to point to the presence of sulfides in the rock.

The mineralized area was mapped in detail (see Figure 2), and trenched in 

areas where rock was close to the surface. Three trenches were excavated

and the rock sampled along selected intervals. The plan and geology of the 

trenches, sampling intervals, and the results obtained are given in Figures 

3,4, and 5. ', .

The results indicate that the area contains nickel-bearing mineralization,

but only in trace amounts, in the 0.005 to D.009% range. Copper mineralization

is generally in the range of 0.01 percent.
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7. Prcv ions JVork,

(a) No evidence of previous mineral exploration or development.

(b) Relevant publications by the Geological Survey of Canada:

Papers
68-lA(27), 65-2(26), 63-5, 63-6, 63-23, 62-23, 35-4

Bnl letins 
130
Map - Prelim. Series 
50-1963, 58-1959, 51-1960
Map - Acromag. Series 
7010r,, 7011G
Map A Series 
266A, 347A
Scparat p Report 
1006 (Map 9A)

(c) Relevant publications by the Ontario Department of Mines:

G.R. 42 - Pashkokognn Lake - Eastern Lake St. Joseph area
P.R. 1964-1 - Volcanism and Mineralization in the Birch Lake area
P,R. 1965-1 - Volcanism and Mineralization, Northwestern Ontario

8. PROPERTY EXAMINATION, CONCLUSIONS AND RKCOMnNDATICNS

The writer spent two days on the property while trenching was piogressing. 

Following a quick reconnaissance of .the geology observable in the vicinity of the 

claim lines, a iiorc detailed investigation, was conducted within the area 

occupied by the cut and picketed grj d with special emphasis placed on the 

trenches. The writer is in full accord, as far as geology is concerned, with 

the findings of Dr. P. P. Hudec of James R. Dunn and Associates as recorded in 

his report dated December 31, 1969. The reader is referred to Dr. lludec's report 

for maps, assays, etc.

r.--
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The copper-nickel mineralization observed to date, however widespread, 

is definitely of low tenor. However, when one considers the paucity of mineral

exploration conducted on the volcanic-sedimentary belt to date, the marked
1 ( 

envi:onmental similarities to the economically important Birch-Uchi Lake belt

and the preliminary nature of the investigations implemented by Fort Reliance 

Minerals Limited, further exploration is warranted.

Tho following program of exploration is recommended:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Prospecting within and peripheral to the 
present claim group

Line cutting (including extension of the 
present grid)

Electromagnetic surveys 

Magnetometer surveys 

Pitting and trenching

Camp maintenance, transportation and 
miscellaneous expenditures

Contingencies (15*)

Respect/lilt's

Toronto, Ontario 
January 10, 1970

J. A , l larqfiail/P. F;ng. 
^suiting F:ngineer

]I:stimatcd 
Cost

S 1,200

1,500

2,200

1,400

1,600

1,100

1,350

S10.350

   ^
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SEE ACCOMPANYING 
MAP(S) IDENTIFIED AS

53.0/05

LOCATED IN THE MAP 
CHANNEL IN THE 
FOLLOWING SEQUENCE
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STATEMENT OF ASSESSMENT WORK PERFORMED

Some of the mapping and trenching was carried out immediately preceding the 
staking of the claims. The work, however, Is applied toward tho claims.

Goe logic Mapping and Report

Map of claim group, scale of l inch equals 630 feet.. 
Detailed map, scale of l inch equals 100 feet.

Mapped by Peter P. Hudec, Ph.D., Geologic Consultant, James R. Dunn 
6t Associates, Inc., P.O. Box 158, Averill Park, New York.

Assisted by David McCrady and August Rentz, prospectors.

Line Cutting

Total of 6,300 feet; completed by David McCrady and August Rentz.

Trenching

Completed by Oavid McCrady and August Rentz. 

Rock trenching us*ng Copco drill and blasting.

Trench l

j Dimensions 92' x 3.5 1 x 4 1 * l ,288 cu. feet ^ 47 .7 cu. yard?
i

] Trench 2
] Dimensions 68' x 4' x 4' * 1,088 cu. feet = 4 0.3 cu. yards
i
i

Dimensions 23' x 3i' x 3' ~ 2 42 cu. feet - 8 .9 cu. yards

t Total 96.9 cu. yards

The above work was carried out between July 23 and August 12, 1969, 
less four days required by P.P. Hudec for staking—July 30, 3-1, and 
August l and 7. .

; ; ''^;'::^;V
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ZIONZ L K F. PROPLRTY

RED l.AKF MINTNG DIVISION

ONTARIO

1. Location

Northwest Ontario, approximately OB.'00'W, 51 0 30'N; Red Lake 

Mining Division,

2. Access

By aircraft from Central Patricia to the east and Sioux Lookout 

to the south; by canoe from Lake St. Joseph (where it intersects the Ignace- 

Central Patricia highway) to Bamaji Lake to Fawcett Lake to Zionz Lake.

3^. Ownership

100* by Fort Reliance Minerals Limited, Suite 91S, 25 Adelaide 

Street East', Toronto 210, Ontario, subject to a lOt vendor's intcr-jst to 

prospectors,

4. Property Examination and Report'

By J. A. Harquail, P.Eng., Suite 915, 25 Adelaide St. F.ast, 

Toronto 210, Ontario. Propcrt) examined August 2 to 5, 1969. Data were 

further examined, and this report written January 8-10, 1970.

5. Assessment Work

Consisted of trenching, geological mapping and sampling.

6. Claims Examined (submitted for assessment credit)

211147 
Z11149

211150 
Z11158

Z11156 
Z11151 
Z11155 
Z11M5 
Z11152

211154 
Z.11153 
Z-111S9 
211160
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